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Resilience + the Beach:
A Regional Strategy and
Pilot Projects for the Jersey Shore

DEEPER THAN THE BEACH
Our team’s research and design strategies focus
on the value of “the beach,” a place of special
significance to memory, state and local economies,
and a vital component of coastal ecosystems. New
Jersey’s northern shore (Ocean and Monmouth
counties) is an ideal place to study the identity and
function of the beach, since it includes the three
coastal typologies found across the eastern seaboard
of the United States: Barrier Island, Headlands, and
Inland Bay. Over the past century, Jersey Shore
tourism has evolved to play a significant role in the
state’s economy and in regional cultural identity. At
the same time, practices to support tourism and other
development have impacted the underlying ecology
and resiliency of the beach and shore communities.
Our research has led us to understand that the
shore’s relevancy and position is ultimately much
deeper than the narrow strand of sand, where the
ocean waves fall, the beach. In New Jersey, sandy
soils extend inland to the expansive, ecologically rich
pine forests (the Pine Barrens). A series of twenty
two coastal lakes and myriad rivers and creeks
extend estuarine and wetlands environments inland

miles from the coast. While storm surge and coastal
flooding will pose increasing threats to the coastline,

REGIONALLY AND NATIONALLY RELEVANT TYPOLOGIES

the inland environment and patterns of development

ATLANTIC
SEABOARD

mean that watershed stormwater impacts will also
constitute a significant portion of the future threat for
flooding in the region. Ultimately, the Jersey Shore’s

Rockaway Beach

future resiliency cannot only be solved through
engineering solutions that address the immediate

Virginia Beach
Nags Head

coast; a resilient beach must be linked to projects
Myrtle Beach

that deepen the physical extent, ecological reach, and
cultural understanding of the beach.
Informed by a close reading of the ecological,
economic, and cultural conditions of the Jersey Shore,

SANDY
AFFECTED AREAS

resiliency for the Jersey shore. These approaches are
transferable to large sections of the east coast of the
United States:

BARRIER ISLAND
153.50 LM
POP. 878,513
Share of 2nd Homes: 40%

1. A regional program for future resilience
along the Shore, building on the strategic

HEADLANDS

strengths of each community and

289.29 LM
POP. 3,607,132
Share of 2nd Homes: 13%

developing coalitions and collaboration
spanning from Barnegat Bay north to

INLAND BAY

Raritan Bay; and

922.88 LM
POP. 16,529,497
Share of 2nd Homes: 47%

2. Local interventions in three specific sites

entire shore.

BEACH

884.2 LM
POP. 6,80,4914
Share of 2nd Homes: 30%

the Sasaki team has developed two approaches to

and future weather events will bring to the
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HEADLANDS

2270.53 LM
POP. 19,815,188
Share of 2nd Homes: 26%

NEW
JERSEY SHORE

for the diverse issues that sea level rise

THE
ATLANTIC

1270.42 LM
POP. 5,279,210
Share of 2nd Homes: 44%

INLAND BAY

that will serve as replicable “pilot” solutions

PINE
BARRENS

BARRIER ISLAND

MONMOUTH
COUNTY

31.42 LM
POP. 391,725
Share of 2nd Homes: 77%

The three pilot sites represent each of the three
coastal typologies along the Jersey Shore, as well
as the types that exist along the entire Atlantic

BARRIER ISLAND

OCEAN
COUNTY

HEADLANDS

coast. The Barrier Island strategy is tested in a

18.7 LM
POP. 385,916
Share of 2nd Homes: 22%

district including Berkeley Township, Toms River

INLAND BAY

Township, and Seaside Heights. Asbury Park

151.69 LM
POP. 227,504
Share of 2nd Homes: 1%

represents the Headlands condition, where mainland
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meets the ocean directly. Finally, several communities

acres that have been designated by Congress as the

surrounding Natco Lake – Keansburg, Union

Pinelands National Reserve; this amounts to 22% of

Beach, and Hazlet – provide a pilot site for the

New Jersey’s land. Despite their proximity to many

SEA LEVEL RISE

Inland Bay condition. Each of these sites has local
and site specific needs, yet also embodies typical
conditions that allow the projects to be replicable
across other communities on the Jersey Shore as well
as the entire Atlantic seaboard.

INLAND BAY
MOST
VALUABLE LAND
LOSS BETWEEN 3-4’

HEADLANDS
MOST
VALUABLE LAND
LOSS BETWEEN 2-3’

BARRIER ISLAND
MOST
VALUABLE LAND
LOSS BETWEEN 1-2’

ECONOMIC, ECOLOGICAL, AND
CULTURAL VALUE
While many economies are driven by urbanism that
is linked to dense cities, the economies of American
beaches are an exception, driven instead by the
underlying and diverse coastal ecology. Our research
focused on understanding the characteristics and
vulnerabilities of the coast, considering specifically
the links between economy, ecology, and culture
along the beach. These three topics provided three
lenses to focus and direct our research, and they
have continued to inform our regional resiliency
program and pilot projects. The coastal environment
is often understood as the interface of land and the
ocean. Since the human experience and impact on
the coast is such an integral part of our research,
we defined our coastline as much deeper than this
literal edge, reaching miles inland from the ocean
to encompass a more diverse ecology as well as
patterns of residential and commercial development.
Along the Jersey shore, which became our area of
focus, this transect reached from the Atlantic Ocean
inland to the Pinelands/ Pine Barrens, a heavily
forested national reserve of coastal plain stretching
across multiple counties in southern New Jersey.
8

developed communities, the Pinelands remain largely
rural and undisturbed. Their vast size and unusual

6’
5’
4’
3’
2’
1’

ecology make the Pine Barrens critical to habitat
and species persistence, as well as to local culture
and economy. Forty-three endangered or threatened
species make home in the Pine Barrens . The land
also helps to recharge the 17 trillion gallon KirkwoodCohansey aquifer, a critical regional resource.

Impact of variations in sea level rise

Culturally, the Pine Barrens have developed their
own identity, spawning the folklore of the Jersey
Devil, recent pride around “Piney” communities,
encompassing heritage going back to colonial days,

Understanding Ecology and Environment

and meriting being memorialized in a book by John
McPhee. The Pine Barrens extend from the barrier

The shore is defined by the three environmental

island coast, such as at Island Beach State Park,

typologies that comprise all coastlines, including any
part of the Atlantic Seaboard, the Sandy-affected
region, and – where our research has focused

inland nearly to Camden. This deep reach, defined
NJ’s Pine Barrens rival national parks

is emblematic of the need to re-imagine the Jersey

– along the Jersey Shore. These three coastal
typologies are the Barrier Island, Headlands, and
Inland Bay. These three typologies have provided
the foundation for the ways that adjacent Shore
communities have grown and evolved. Our research
has shown that coastal type also directly relates to
vulnerability to sea level rise. This comprehensive
understanding of the different coastal types along
the Jersey Shore has helped us to shape a regional
response to sea level rise challenges. For example,
a Headlands community is typically higher and dryer
(at an average elevation of 13 feet) than a Barrier
Island community (at 3’). Likewise Barrier Island
communities in NJ, with densely developed, high
value land along ocean or bay edges are highly
susceptible to very early levels of sea level rise (1’-2’).
Finally, the NJ Inland Bay communities that we have

by an ecologically and environmentally sensitive area,
Shore as much deeper than the beach.

studied are already vulnerable to regular flooding
from inland drainage and storms; sea level rise only
increases this risk. Understanding the different
development patterns and vulnerabilities of the Shore
through the underlying coastal structure has helped
us shape both our local pilot projects as well as an
overall strategy for a resilient future for the Shore.

Together, these geographies are one ecological zone.
For example, recreational and commercial fishing are
concentrated in the ocean, east of the barrier island,
but these resources depend on habitat for juvenile
fish in the bay, and nutrients, food web species, and
clean water that flows out from the pinelands. Healthy
fish populations require a functioning bay and Pine

An ecological understanding of the beach is also

Barrens. Similarly, the rich bird life along the bay

enhanced by the conception of the shore as deeper

and barrier island, which gives the coast character

than the beach. With this understanding, Jersey

and charm for visitors, requires nesting and feeding

Shore ecosystems encompass the ocean, the barrier

sites in the bay and refuge and resting areas in the

islands, the bay, mainland, rivers, creeks, coastal

pinelands. If any single element is removed, by human

lakes, urban parks and streets, and New Jersey’s

intervention or sea level rise changes, the ecological

Pine Barrens forest. Central to a new perspective

structure crumples, damaging the human culture of

of the Shore, the Pine Barrens include 1.1 million

the shore. The vegetation fringing the bay and the
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river mouths cleans the water and minimizes erosion,

include modifying the width and depth of coastal

supporting counties and the state as a whole. As

retail solution along the boardwalk in Asbury Park.

critical during storm events and necessary at all

wetland corridors, removing impediments to migration

we re-imagine the resilience of Shore communities,

However, other Shore communities struggle with

times to keep the bay water healthy for human uses

routes, modifying small areas that interrupt now

protecting the Shore’s ecologically-driven economy is

retail health year round; a stunning 90% of all retail

and for wildlife persistence. Keeping Barnegat Bay

separated, but favorable landscape parcels, removing

one of our primary goals. For the Shore, our projects

storefronts in Keansburg lie vacant today.

healthy is a high priority of the State and Governor’s

stresses (such as atypical fill) from sites or adding

are addressing economic aspects of resilience as well

office. The Pinelands habitat advances this goal

specific needs for the introduction of critical coastal

as storm damages.

and consequently keeps the economic base strong.

species (e.g. nesting areas for terrapins or birdlife).

“Jersey Strong” is not just a descriptor of our people;

Similarly, uplands may be modified to add to the

it is an environmental necessity to make coastal

carrying capacity of the site to allow movement of

resilience possible.

habitats as the waters rise.

In all parts of our Jersey Shore sites, we have
developed a Habitat Engine framework to enhance
the sustainability of living coastal features. In order
to maintain critical resources, all elements of the
habitats will have to move to appropriate conditions
as sea levels rise. Plants and animals will need a
dispersal method and speed to reach safe ground
and a target location that is favorable for species
to persist and spread. Although we do not know
precisely the speed or scope of sea level rise, we can
“set the stage” for the inevitable movement of our
coastal resources by modifying the landscape so that

Protecting Tourism Economies and
Social Dynamics
Through conversations with Jersey Shore
stakeholders, the Shore was repeatedly described as
“an economic engine for the state.” Monmouth and
Ocean Counties specifically generate approximately
$28 billion annually in tourism revenue for the state.
In effect, the Jersey Shore’s economic impact extends
much deeper than the immediate beach localities,

decades of efforts to protect it, both along the Jersey

Research and conversations with the New Jersey

Shore and the entire Atlantic coast. Ever since

Office of Tourism illuminated the diversity of this

beaches became places for recreation, tourism,

economy, from lodging to food to beach badge

and economy, they have also become places that

sales, as well as income generation from second

are increasingly preserved and nourished through

home rentals. Certainly not all communities along

coastal engineering. Beginning in the 1930’s,

the Shore experience the impacts of Shore tourism

beach nourishment began and continues today as

equally. Significantly, approximately half of the shore’s

a major part of the Army Corp’s projects along the

hotels are concentrated in the Headlands area, while

Jersey Shore. Today, more money has been spent

the Barrier Islands have the greatest share (77%)

on beach nourishment in New Jersey than in any

of second homes. The seasonal nature of the shore

other state. This ongoing investment affirms the

economy stresses social and communities ties,

significant role that the shore’s beaches play in state

embodied in towns with small populations that swell

economics and in cultural memory. Additionally,

to ten or more times their year round population in the

much of the shore’s edge has been transformed

summer. Seasonal tourism results in seasonal retail

and is controlled by sea walls, revetments, groins

in some locations, including a creative two-sided

and jetties. Our survey of our study area’s shoreline
showed that the naturally dynamic, moving barrier

the Habitat Engine can work in sync with changing

beach is now armored with two systems that attempt

hydraulic conditions. The Habitat Engine builds on

to fix it into place: 99% seawalls on the bayside and

the similarly named Sand Engine methodology, a

99% groins or jetties on the ocean side. This armor

geomorphology engineering approach, is being tested

may protect real estate from routine winter storm

for landform alterations. However, for living species,
a more complex set of needs must be secured for the
future. Like a mechanical engine, the Habitat Engine

BI LL IONS
OF DOLLARS

erosion, but it will increasingly be tested by sea level

$1.1B

can pull along elements of living communities as
the vegetation structure matures, and conditions for
animal life history needs become available.
Along water corridors, we can simultaneously design

TOUR IS M

plans to secure continuous, favorable habitats for
the movement of coastal living resources. This may

rise. Our understanding of the “vicious” cycle of
coastal infrastructure in such a dynamic environment
supported our search for design opportunities that

NEW JERSEY

flood protective strategies as well as landscape
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The strong economic role of the beach has motivated

$28

better integrate ecological solutions and processes
into beach protection or transformation.

New Jersey shore beach nourishment
costs, 1930-Today
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Building a Resilience Network

advocates, and all scales of government when

In popular culture, the Jersey Shore is frequently

scale up or down to support projects of different

identified as a place of pleasure and entertainment.

scales, serve as resource sharing platforms, and

This image persists through generational memory,

be mechanisms to support disaster response in

television shows, and Shore souvenirs. The original

emergency situations as well. Continual feedback

design ideas for each of our three pilot sites built

from community members reported that one of the

on this reputation, linking cultural icons for each of

most critical elements to disaster response in the

the coastal types to ecological strategies to create

days after Sandy was social networks, but these

a more resilient, culturally reminiscent response. Yet,

networks tend to go no further than the municipal

the Shore’s cultural challenges in the face of sea

borders.

level rise ultimately go beyond regeneration of the
icons of the pier, the boardwalk, or the marina. One
of the most difficult issues facing shore communities
is the limited local capacity for resiliency planning
and the individualized governance structure of small
communities along the Shore. To this end, regional
advocacy non-profits, such as NJ Future, Urban
Coast Institute, or the Jersey Shore Partnership, have
begun to augment planning in small communities.
NJ Future, for example, has temporarily placed a
number of resiliency planners in communities across
the Shore to support both post-Sandy recovery and
future planning. (NJ Future has been an important
partner in this process, helping to spread the work
about our ideas and public meetings to their existing
networks.)
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possible. The goal is that these coalitions can easily

Crowdgauge: Gathering Regional Values and Priorities
With the physical and emotional trauma of Sandy

Crowdgauge gathered responses from the Jersey

as a catalyst, and the sustained dialogue provided

Shore and beyond, indicating the broad reach of

by the Rebuild by Design competition, disparate

the Shore. 32% of responses were from Monmouth

groups on the Shore have the opportunity to

County, where our Asbury Park and Natco Lake

develop a common resiliency language and set

projects are located. Only 7% of responses were

of shared values. To facilitate this conversation

from Ocean County, where our Berkeley Township/

across the broad geography of the Shore, we

Toms River project is, indicating that greater future

deployed Sasaki’s CrowdGauge tool, which,

outreach should be done there. The majority of the

through an online game-like interface, helps

remainder of replies came from other counties in

Through the Stage III process, we have been getting

communities achieve better public participation and

New Jersey and New York.

to know the many people who have a stake in the

understanding of trade-offs.

Jersey Shore’s success: state, county and local
governments, environmental advocates, development
or business-oriented groups, and local residents.
While the Rebuild by Design outreach and coalition
building process has successfully facilitated many
conversations among different groups and across
existing boundaries, there is still work to be done
to continue reinforce the network. Some of these
organizations, such as the Governor’s Office of

The responses indicate that shared values around

CrowdGauge is an open-source framework for

resiliency already exist: concerns around clean

creating educational online maps and surveys. It

air, water and land, well-maintained infrastructure,

first asks users to rank a set of priorities, then gives

and conservation rank highest among all priorities.

users a limited number of coins, asking them to put

Projects that support tourism, alternative

that money towards the actions they support most.

transportation, and infrastructure maintenance rank

A meter at the bottom of the priorities page lets

high among investments.

survey users know how their priorities increase or
decrease sea level rise risk behaviors.

Recovery and Rebuilding, Ocean and Monmouth
County administrative offices, or non-profits like the
American Littoral Society, span multiple jurisdictions
already. There is untapped potential through
NJ’s Office of Travel and Tourism which operates

Given the Shore’s need for improved capacity and

Destination Marketing Offices state-wide. Others

multi-jurisdictional operations, a regional strategy for

are geographically specific, such as Asbury Park’s

a resilient shore requires a connected “Resilience

Environmental and Shade Tree Commission or

Network”, rather than single project owners or

property owners. Still others are topically focused, but

partners. Tony McDonald, director of the Urban Coast

link multiple communities. The Deal Lake Commission,

Institute (UCI) at Monmouth University, has been

which manages improvements and daily functioning

working through his own research to champion the

of Deal Lake, brings together representatives from

formation of a resilience network for the Shore as

the seven different communities that have ownership

well. We have been building on this idea, working

stake in Deal Lake. Additional details about partners

to facilitate conversations among communities,

and coalitions are outlined with each project site.

Top 10 Community Values			

1. We have clean air, water, and land		
2. We invest in conservation efforts to
protect the beaches, Pine Barrens,
and other natural resources
3. There is well-maintained infrastructure
4. The Jersey Shore is a cultural and 		
recreational amenity for future generations
5. I am safe from flooding and storm surge
6. I have views and/or access to the water
7. There is a vibrant, year-round tourism
and recreation economy
8. I can live and work in my community		
9. I know my neighbors and I feel like I 		
belong to a community
10. There is less traffic				

Score

27.42
25.00
19.89
16.28
13.41
9.20
8.73

Top Supported Projects			 Score
1. Reduce congestion through 		
pedestrian, bicycling, and transit
2. Upgrade infrastructure systems		
3. Bolster Jersey Shore tourism		
4. Increase in open space by building
new parks and protecting natural resources
5. Invest in new development and job creation
6. Reduce stormwater flooding problems

706
663
625
625
529
499

7.48
7.09
4.50
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Characterizing Sea Level Rise and Loss
The analysis of sea level rise was intended to retain
its dynamic nature when characterizing potential

JERSEY SHORE REGIONAL
PROGRAM + 3 PILOT SITES

losses and threats to our three coastal typologies.

In addition to the overall strategy for understanding

Using NOAA sea level rise data and parcel-level

the Shore as deeper than the beach, we have also

data from Monmouth and Ocean Counties, parcels

studied the barrier island, headlands, and inland bay

were reclassified according to their relationship to

conditions individually in order to propose replicable

inundation envelopes for one to six feet of sea level

solutions within them and identify key pilot projects

rise as well as their location in the three coastal

that can be implemented and realized through Rebuild

types. By linking sea level rise projections, coastal

by Design. The commonalities among Barrier Island,

typologies, and county assessor’s data, the team was

Headlands, and Inland Bay communities are described

able to understand the magnitude of losses (land,

in the next section to highlight the replicability of

value, and tax income) for each coastal typology

certain solutions along the Shore. A pilot project and

within a range of sea level rise scenarios. The findings

first implementation steps for each coastal type has

on overall magnitude of projected physical land and

been framed, planned, phased and budgeted to set

land value losses showed steady increases between

the stage for building a resilient Shore.

each 1-foot increment and an eventual leveling off in

variation across coastal typologies in rate of change
in value per acre lost in each foot of sea level. This
illuminated the differences in how proximity to the
water is valued and mediated in each of the coastal
typologies in New Jersey. For example, in the Jersey
Shore barrier island study area, the highest value land
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Among the three coastal typologies, Barrier

storm probability, $13.77 billion worth of property

Islands experience high ecological, economic, and

and 43,820 acres of land are vulnerable to the first

cultural vulnerability to sea level rise projections.

foot of sea level rise.

Communities along the Jersey shore’s barrier
islands swell exponentially in summer months:
Seaside Heights grows from a year round
population of 2,887 (2010) to 65,000 in the
summer months, and the second-home community
of Harvey Cedars grows from 337 year round
dwellers to 2,000 in the summer. These social
characteristics challenge traditional community
ties and social services during storms and
recovery. While public rail lines serve Inland Bay
and Headlands beach communities, rail service
terminates just north of the Barrier Islands. Ninety
five percent of tourists arrive by car, reliant on the

the rate of growth of losses at the 5-foot mark.
However, a critical finding was the pronounced

Barrier Island Vulnerabilities

REGIONAL RESILIENCE FOR
BARRIER ISLANDS

single, central road layout and bridge connections,
both of which experienced failure during Hurricane
Sandy. Without even taking into account future

While intergenerational memory figures highly in
today’s sentiment about homes on the shore, the
built form of the barrier islands is relatively new. A
building boom occurred in the decades following
the 1962 Northeaster, which swept New Jersey’s
barrier islands virtually clean; many communities
reached full build-out by the time of Hurricane
Sandy. Much of this development was residential
and intended for seasonal occupation: barrier
islands account for over three quarters of second
homes on the New Jersey coast (77%), and have
the highest percentage of beach frontage in private
ownership. As a result of the high values placed on
beach access, public piers serve as episodic public
moments along the shore, acting as a community’s
economic and social center.

The barrier islands are the most vulnerable stretch of
the New Jersey shore, the low-lying lands constantly
shifting with the energy of tide and storm.

is lost between 1- and 2-feet of sea level rise, while in

Continuous change characterizes life on New Jersey’s

the Inland Bay the most valuable land is lost between

barrier islands. As Rutgers ecologist Joanna Burger

3- and 4-feet of sea level rise. Ultimately, across all

observes, “A series of barrier beach islands absorbs

three typologies in Ocean and Monmouth counties,

most of the forces of the ocean’s wave front, but the

$526.6 million in annual tax dollars (measured in this

entire coast is a living thing, shifting ever so gradually

year’s dollars) will be lost by 3-feet of sea level rise.

from year to year. The very shape of the land itself is

This analysis helped frame the threats, confirmed our

altered over centuries... Nowhere are the changes

understanding that the Barrier Island typology is the

more rapid and evident than coastal margins .” While

most immediately vulnerable, and helped structure a

such ecological dynamism has been a source of value

greater intervention in the Barrier Islands vs. the other

for barrier island tourism economies, it will be their

typologies.

principal threat in the future. Under a three-foot sea

Barrier Island conditions, today.
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level rise scenario, barrier islands are projected to

destinations like our project, they would be a likely

these groups are aligned to carry the project through

of a visionary, yet pragmatic, eco-tourism strategy for

lose half of their land area; in a six-foot scenario,

candidate to market it and support its growth after

implementation. The Ocean County planning director,

the region.

popular beachside tourist destinations nearly

it is implemented. A key recommendation that came

David McKeon, has been enthusiastic and supportive

disappear . Compounded by a sensitivity to tidal

out of conversations with the Governor’s Office is

of the project ideas, helping us to ensure they

and storm forces, New Jersey’s barrier islands may

the near-term need for a market and tourism study

also support local community goals, transportation

be uninhabitable a century from now. Rather than

to identify the true market feasibility and size of the

realities, and existing plans and projects. Erika Stahl

permanently fight this shift, our project seeks ways to

potential eco-tourism draw in this part of the barrier

and Jay Lynch, planners for Toms River Township, and

diversify the traditional beach economy, allowing the

islands; we suggest doing that study in the first phase

Jim Orris, contracted planner for Berkeley Township,

economic, social, and ecological health of the barrier

of implementation. Cape May County already stresses

similarly supported the plan through regular critiques

island communities to persist and be resilient, even as

this sector; the Barnegat Bay/Pinelands region can

that helped to align it with each township’s public land

the environment of the shore shifts and changes.

build on that nearby success.

ownership, ongoing planning, and redevelopment

Core members of the Barrier Island stakeholder

Barrier Island Resilience Network
Through this process, the team has worked closely
with state, local and community levels that are
essential to the future resilience of the region. These
conversations and meetings form the foundation for
a resilience network moving forward. This network
of key representatives is envisioned to be the core

group have included:

emphasis on economic development, the tourism
industry, and the significant threat to Barrier Islands,
the Barrier Island’s network includes representatives
from federal and state government agencies, as well
as local advocates and governments. State Parks
and Travel and Tourism have been particularly strong
partners at the state level, helping with everything
from data provision analysis to critiques of ideas.
State Parks has been an advocate since the project
builds on their tourism efforts to promote Island
Beach State Park, Cattus Island and other mainland
parks. Further, Travel and Tourism identified that the
eco-tourism market is an untapped resource area, but
aligns with growing markets such as birding. While
16

Travel and Tourism does not traditionally “create”

area and Berkeley Town Center, which is contiguous
to our site). Toms River Township hosted our local
community meeting at the Ocean County branch

implementation of the pilot project. NJ Pulverizing
Company, based in Nassau, NY, owns multiple active
and inactive sand mine sites. Their holdings include
an over 700 acre site in Berkeley Township that has
been re-envisioned through this RBD process as the
central development and conservation site in future
regional ecotourism. The owner has been in ongoing
conversations with Ocean County Planning in recent
years about potential future uses for the land, and
is open to repositioning it. An important next step to
implement the project will be to work closely with the

•

Governor’s Office of Recovery and Rebuilding

•

US DOT

•

US Dept of Commerce

•

State of New Jersey – State Parks, EDA, DEP,

In Stage II of Rebuild by Design, our design solutions

Travel & Tourism, DOT

imagined creating resiliency by marrying a classic

group for future planning as well as the client team
for the pilot project around Toms River. Given the

efforts (i.e. the Toms River downtown redevelopment

One large, private landowner is also key to

•

Barnegat Bay Partnership

•

Surfrider Foundation Jersey Shore Chapter

•

Ocean County

•

NJ Future

•

Jersey Shore Partnership

library in late January, which brought government

landowner to determine an acquisition plan.

officials, advocacy groups, and local residents
together to imagine new activities that could be part

Barrier Island Design Solution

cultural icon of the Shore with an ecological partner.
In the Barrier Island, this cultural icon is the pier and
the ecological partner is the Pine Barrens landscape.
Along the Jersey Shore, the pier is currently limited
to a small infrastructure along the beach. However
there is an opportunity to extend the iconic language
of the perpendicular beach pier deeper inland to the
New Jersey Pinelands, broadening the experience of
the rich barrier island ecosystems and encouraging a

Development of our pilot project, located in the

shift in development to more stable, higher zones. The

communities surrounding Toms River, also required

new “pier” will be a transect encompassing beach,

us to augment the federal and regional group with a

dune, marsh, and pineland habitats and communities,

more local coalition there, including the local planner

enabling a more layered tourism economy to take

and Mayor for Berkeley Township, the planning

shape while providing connectivity, including different

department from Toms River Township, and the

types of transit that brings people to the changing

planning director and department for Ocean County;

Public meeting activities in Toms River.

barrier beaches. In this way, the ecological reality of a
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functionally connected geography will be expressed

could adapt their tourism economies similarly, such

other post-industrial sites that present an opportunity

transferring value from ecologically sensitive areas to

by economic and cultural linkages. The inland pier will

as Long Beach Island, Beach Haven / Staffordville,

to transfer value away from the barrier islands to

more appropriate growth zones. Berkeley Township

re-connect fragmented ecosystem patches, allowing

and Port Republic. We expect that the Toms River

higher and drier development options. These post-

has land on both the mainland and barrier island so

ecological structures to migrate after sea level rise,

strategy could be assessed for success after it is

industrial sites, such as the NJ Pulverizing Co. site

offers interesting potential for use of the TDR within a

maintaining habitat, and fostering food web security.

implemented, and then replicated through other eco-

in Berkeley Township, are large in scale and sited

single jurisdiction, easing concerns about the loss of

Biotic movement and connections from the pineland

tourism sites in the Barrier Islands. This network of

near existing population growth areas. They are

property tax revenue from its barrier island sections.

forests to estuaries will help secure ecological

enriched sites can add new value, in economic and

potential opportunities to transition into sites for urban

functions needed for healthy people and persisting

environmental health, to the region.

or open space development on high and dry land.

wildlife. While our pilot project is focused around
Toms River, many other sites along the Barrier Island

Along New Jersey’s Garden State Parkway, there are
many active and abandoned sand mining pits and

The New Jersey Pinelands Transfer of Development
Rights (TDR) program provides a precedent for
TO CATTUS ISLAND
COUNTY PARK

TOMS RIVER

Beginning with the pilot project around Toms River,
the “Pier-to-Pinelands” design opportunity will
ultimately help to shift the barrier island communities
away from an over-reliance on the beach toward a
more nuanced, diverse, sustainable relationship to the
shore.

Barrier Island Pilot Project: Barnegat
Bay Ecotourism
Understanding the extreme vulnerability of the barrier
CONTINUE ACCESS
TO CHANGING
BARRIER ISLAND

island coastal type, coupled with the state-wide
significance of the Shore economy and culture,
our main goal for the first Barrier Island project is

ECOLOGICAL CONNECTIONS
ALLOW FOR HUMAN MOVEMENT
& ECOLOGICAL MIGRATION

to diversify the tourism economy and ensure that
the ecology and culture can sustain under future

MILL CREEK
SLOOP CREEK

EXISTING SHORELINE

LAND BRIDGE OVER
GARDEN STATE PKWY

3’ SEA LEVEL RISE
FUTURE ISLAND &
MARSH LANDSCAPE

PINE BARRENS

sea level rise. To broaden the experience of the
rich barrier island ecosystems and encourage safe
sites for future development, the iconic language
of the perpendicular beach pier is extended into an
ecotourism zone that redefines the coast as a single

HOTEL AND LODGING
AMUSEMENT FUNSCAPE
DEVELOPMENT SITES
LINKS TO BERKELEY TOWN
CENTER DEVELOPMENT

DOUBLE TROUBLE
STATE PARK

AERIAL TRAM
BARNEGAT BRANCH TRAIL
GSP OFF RAMP
WATER-TAXI / FERRY STOPS

MOBILITY CONNECTIONS

Future ecotourism vision for Barnegat Bay

linked ecosystem between the ocean beach and the
N.J. Pinelands. Ultimately, this will enable migration

AERIAL
TRAM & BOAT
CONNECTION

of development from the barrier island edge to stable
inland areas and to growth of a more layered tourism

NEW ECO-TOURISM HUB
PROVIDES INLAND SITE FOR
TOURISM EVOLUTION

economy. The site for our pilot project links three
municipalities who share the Barnegat Bay, Toms
COMPLETED
BARNEGAT
BRANCH TRAIL
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ISLAND BEACH
STATE PARK

TO BARNEGAT
LIGHTHOUSE
STATE PARK

River, ocean access, and other ecological assets
such as the New Jersey Pinelands forest, marsh
landscapes, and Mill Creek: Seaside Heights, Toms
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River, and Berkeley Township. These communities

experience that captures the many facets of the area

are also a prime site due to the existing infrastructure

Space for the creation of new wetlands and small

The most developed area of the site intersects with

and expands cultural and ecotourism, while providing

islands as the barrier islands and bay side coast

a new zone of active recreation and a “funscape”

linking the barrier island to the mainland and the

space for its continued evolution and inland migration

transform with sea level rise, to maintain local

that draws on and reinterprets the classic beach

strong state and local support for an ecotourism

over time.

character and functioning.

experience, integrating development with ecological

expansion in this region.

The strategy requires both a core site for a

The Toms River-Berkeley area is currently a relatively

major mixed use, eco-tourism development and

low-density, suburban complex of mostly middle-

conservation, as well as a plan to link to additional

income residential communities, with strip commercial

“satellite” sites in the area that support ecotourism

abutting highway corridors. There is a shift in income

and the broader experience of the region. Key

and tenure that exists in relation to the beach, with

components of the plan include:

some barrier island communities composed of almost
exclusively second homes, and value of homes and
income of occupants declining with distance from
the shore. The majority of second homes have views

DEVELOPMENT
•

from occupation of the barrier island

access to small entries every few blocks. A couple
of modest commercial “town centers” exist in the

•

area, one in Seaside Heights on the Barrier Island,
and another centered in the historic downtown of
Toms River Township. The town centers and strip

to the barrier islands and tend to overshadow town
centers and economic corridors inland. The existing

•

through programming of complimentary, nearby

•

•

Barnegat Bay, at the mouth of Potter Creek

Implementation

Completion of the Barnegat Branch rail trail,

The Barnegat Bay Ecotourism Project represents

already planned and under way, which links

a shift in tourism market, land use, and ecological

through the center of the study area

approach. While the long-term strategy for the
Barnegat Bay Ecotourism Project is ambitious, the

as ecologically-oriented lodging areas, including
an eco-lodge, cabins, and areas for camping,

opportunities for integrated development inland. It

portion of the former sand mine

and-dry Berkeley Township. The result is a connected

or boat.

Enhanced transit including an aerial tram system
with new marinas and a water taxi hub on

•

travelling between points of interest by car, tram, bike,

New development to support inland tourism such

sports, including an off-road vehicle park on a

entertainment values on a retiring sand mine in high-

•

infrastructure; allowing people to choose methods for

for habitat migration

of the barrier island communities and open new

forms of mobility and programs with recreational and

support habitat)

at multiple nodes with different types of mobility

Eco-tourism conservation zones and open areas

hiking, fishing, boating, and areas for active

– as opposed to against them – and layering new

(same infrastructural element as the landbridge to

some parts of it get inundated. The funscape overlaps

Coordination with a planned mixed-use Berkeley

The team proposes to diversify the tourism experience

accomplishes this by working with natural systems

development area from Garden State Parkway

of the Jersey shore can continue to grow, even as

ECO-TOURISM

services and experiences.
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A new civic node with resiliency center, public

Potential for improved access into the

zones and amusement activities. Hence, the culture

Town Center

connection between the beach and access to
beneficial services is one that could be leveraged

•

education and entertainment programs

malls on the islands like the one in Seaside Heights
provide necessary business to residents and visitors

MOBILITY

~5,000 new housing units for permanent and
seasonal residents, to support the transition away

and private access to the beach, limiting public beach

•

•

Preserved habitats for eco-tourism, and new
habitat zones – such as a landbridge over the
Garden State Parkway -to create connected
habitats
Ecotourism funscape
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initial investments in infrastructure and regulations are

Supporting hydraulics/ hydrology studies for

the resilience network partners and potential

modest and achievable, and will unlock future private

dredging of Mill and Potter Creeks for navigability,

developers central to the design and development

development in Berkeley Township. The shift will help

and functionality of the water bodies on the core

of the pilot site. Traditionally, New Jersey’s home-rule

move the Shore toward a resilient future path, yet it

site

regulations deter communities from collaborating with

also requires careful, studied implementation. To this
end, the first step in implementing this project is to

•

•

conduct a detailed Master Development Plan over

»» Ecological plans to strengthen ecological

study will be initiated as part of the implementation
strategy to identify existing local and regional values

features and opportunities to parallel the

within the study area. Both the market study and the

development planning

detailed master plan design plan to take advantage
grants and HUD Community Development Block
Grants related to disaster recovery (CDBG-DR).
•

Today

•

preparation of an RFP for a master developer.

off-ramp to the site, as well as an underpass, will
development. Within the multi-modal options being
developed between the barrier islands and inland

local shore natural heritage character during

development, an aerial tram will connect into newly

sea level rise

constructed civic and habitat programs on the sand
mine development site. Major trail networks including

Development studies for redevelopment of the

the Double Trouble State Park and Pine Barrens trail
network will also connect back to the site, enhancing
the current Coastal Heritage Trail. Regular circulator

Study of property ownership and easement/

service between Berkeley Town Center, Downtown

acquisition strategies
•

The construction of a new northbound on-ramp/
provide access to the site and stimulate private

sand mine site to support ecotourism activities

be initiated and continue over the final nine to twelve

Study of social understandings of coastal hazards

Toms River, and the NJ-37 economic corridor will
Year 5

commence and connect communities and regional

permitting process will take approximately two years

and preferences for proposed design options,

visitors to the vibrant town centers and new tourism

to complete, at which point the Barnegat Rail trail will

to enhance local understanding of resiliency and

attractions.

be complete and a water taxi service from downtown

acceptance and use of design elements

Toms River to Island Beach State Park and Seaside
Heights will be studied and advanced.
This first phase would include detailed study of:
•

Ecotourism market study for Barnegat Bay and
Toms River, including perceptions of various
ecotourism options

•
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the project has been implemented.

»» Solutions for constraints that may redefine the

of Economic Development Administration (EDA)

The initial market study, land acquisition and

development patterns and economic outputs once

rise.

for permitting requirements. A tourism and travel

months of the design process. The study will result in

communities, all of which will see drastic shifts in

potential for their persistence during sea level

be developed to ensure documents are prepared

complete, design and development permitting will

Bay Ecotourism Project extends through three

»» Study of existing biotic resources and the

the next 9-12 months. The detailed master plan will

Once the permitting and land acquisition process is

one another towards common goals. The Barnegat

Ecology and habitat study

•

•

In fifty years the master plan suggests a full build-out

Assessment of local historical and cultural

of the residential component of the Berkeley Town

resources that could be enhanced by the project

Center. The fifty year timeframe coincides with an
expected sea level rise of about 31”, enabling Barrier

Preparation of a master developer RFP

Island communities like Seaside Heights (which lies
within the Toms River jurisdiction) the opportunity to

The long-term implementation process for the

shift inland to the newly developed town center. A

pilot site in Berkeley Township presents a unique

rapid transit service on the Garden State Parkway or

opportunity vital to the success of the project; the

Supporting traffic/ transit studies for an off-ramp

creation of a new resiliency development authority.

from GSP, the rail trail, aerial tram feasibility and

The development agency could be a quasi-public

funding, and water taxi feasibility/ funding

entity to initiate and oversee relationships between

Year 20
Potential Coastline Change and Land Use Diversification

via abandoned rail corridor between key Jersey Shore
communities will further advance these secure sites
which double as economic drivers for our citizens.
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Barrier Island Proposed Timeline (Long Term)

PILOT PROJECT

Year

PHASE 1

PHASE 2

PHASE 3

Immediate

Mid-term

Long term

0

1

2

3

REGIONAL LEVEL

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

+ Public-private partnership coordination
+Design/Planning

Native wetland vegetation maintenance
Habitat migration oversight

Master Plan
Ecotourism Market Study
Transportation/ Garden State Parkway Access Study

+Land Acquisition

NJ Pulverizing Site Control

+Construction

+Project Completion

Private Development

+Regulations & Permitting
Zoning amendments
Conservation & easements
Design Guidelines

+Construction
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4

+Coordination with
Resilience Partners

+US Army Corps USACE) coordination

+Project Completion

GS Parkway Access
Ecotourism Catalyst Landscape

+Barrier Island
Design #2
+Land Acquisition
+Permitting
+Barrier Island
Design #3
+Land Acquisition
+Permitting

+Construction

+Project Completion

+Construction

+Project Completion

BERKLEY TOWNSHIP/
BARRIER ISLANDS
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Barrier Island Pilot Project Proposed Timeline (Near Term)
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

Market Study/
Detailed
Master Plan
[EDA Grant or HUD CDBG-DR]
[Land Acquisition]

Regulatory &
Acquisitions
[Zoning Permits]
[RFP - Developer]

Design/Engineering
[HUD CDBG-DR]

Permitting

FUNDING REQUEST:

$ 5,000,000
Funding: HUD CDBG-DR
Other potential sources: NJEDA or DOC EDA, NJDEP, NJDOT,
landowner/private developer

Public Coordination
Resilience Network Coordination
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PHASE 1 SPENDING (12 to 18 months):

DESIGN/ENGINEERING/PERMITTING/MANAGEMENT COST = $5,000,000
CONSTRUCTION COST = $ Public private partnership

BERKLEY TOWNSHIP/
BARRIER ISLANDS
Phase 1 project includes detailed master plan,
acqusition, permitting and detailed design.
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REGIONAL RESILIENCE FOR
THE HEADLANDS

Headlands Vulnerabilities

The Headlands have open ocean views subject to the
direct action of wind and wave and are patterned by a
series of twenty-two coastal lakes that both manage
stormwater and increase flooding vulnerability. As the

blocks of the beach. Many year-round residents

minimal impact on the coastline in the headlands,

are employed in seasonal occupations oriented to

compared to other shore typologies, the series

tourism; however, while the average income of a

of inland coastal lakes make the communities

shore tourist is $99,000, the average per capita

vulnerable to more frequent, upland flooding.

income of a shore resident is $39,000.

In our pilot community of Asbury Park, the

highest and driest of the three shore typologies, they
are an attractive zone for continued investment in the

While sea level rise projections show only

Boardwalk

waterfront.

most noticeable impact of sea level rise will be
surrounding the city’s three inland lakes.Twentytwo coastal lakes line the shore in the Headlands,

New Jersey’s Headlands were the first major tourism

with Deal Lake in Asbury Park as the largest of all

sites along the North Jersey coast. Resorts, hotels,

coastal lakes; Deal Lake manages 98% of the run-

and vacation home communities sprung up in the late

off from the watershed. Once rich tidal estuaries,

19th and early 20th century to provide summertime

New Jersey’s coastal lakes are contaminated by

relief for the wealthy and middle class populations

urban run-off, vulnerable to storm surge blow-outs,

of New York and Philadelphia. The iconic boardwalk

and lack edge habitats to support birds and fish

came into being in this era and was popularized

needed for higher ecological value. Many have

as a space for casual promenades, recreation, and

aging bulkheads and are silted up with debris from

amusement. The first boardwalk was built in New

everyday use and Hurricane Sandy. Both dredging

Jersey to prevent sand from entering beachside

and a more holistic, ecological approach to the

buildings and over time, boardwalks have become an

design are needed to help them better function for

iconic emblem of Jersey Shore tourism. They are the

Lake Edge

front line between the beach and inland development,

stormwater management to reduce future flooding.
The mature communities of the Headlands today

however, they do nothing to protect communities or

contain traces of the socioeconomic stresses

enable ecological health. To address both coastal

common in older urban areas: an aging population,

and watershed flooding and acknowledge the

a large low and moderate-income population, older

Headland’s natural resilience, our strategy for the

and less valuable housing stock, and lower rates

Headlands is layered. It integrates three components:

of homeownership. Much of this can be attributed

a boardwalk-dune system that provides protection

to the seasonal character of the economy; yet,

from coastal flooding, hyper-absorbent lakes and

fewer seasonal visitors to the Headlands own

streets to mitigate watershed flooding, and east-west

second homes (particularly compared to barrier

connections to link all parts of the community to the

island communities). A substantial lodging sector

oceanfront.

exists in the headlands, with 130 hotels occupying
over eighteen miles of coastline, most within six
Streets
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Mobility is also a considerable challenge in the
headlands. Despite periodic transit stops on the
New Jersey Coast Line commuter rail, which has
a southern terminus at Bayhead, the culture of the
car dominates. The Headlands’ built environment
reflects this with a prevalence of parking lots
occupying prime real estate in commercial
and tourist destinations, space that could be
programmed for more tourism-centered and
ecologically significant uses.
Since the 1930’s, beach enthusiasm has been
accompanied by extensive investment to control
beach erosion, and today the Headlands is marked
by groins, jetties, seawalls, and revetment. Now
the beach is raked and shaped for human use
only, minimizing its function for the diverse ecology
needed for a coastal landscape and for the everchanging wrack line, necessary for vibrant life near
the surf. Approximately $688 million has been
spent on beach nourishment in New Jersey, more
than any other state along the Atlantic Seaboard .
These protective engineering efforts have hastened
erosive processes, leaving the headlands beaches
dependent on human action for continuing
existence. As Orrin Pilkey and Katharine Dixon
wrote, “’Newjerseyization’ eventually became the
term used for the process of stemming erosion at
the price of the beach.”
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Headlands Resilience Network

They have demonstrated that they understand

The Foundation is committed to the conservation

the growing costs associated with protecting

of ecological coastal conditions and protection of

Asbury Park is an engaged, informed, activist

unsustainable landscapes and are ready to make a

public access to beaches through public awareness.

community which has thrown its support behind our

change.

The Deal Lake Commission (DLC), with members

project in a compelling and inspiring way. While the
city’s leadership was at first difficult to reach, efforts
at grassroots outreach produced unprecedented
returns in terms of open dialogue, sharing of issues

Core members of this group have included:
•

Tourism

and concerns, high attendance at public events,
strong local identity, and a community who surprised
us by turning our questions around and asking: “How
can we help? How can we do more?”
Our February public workshop and the March 22

•
•
•

opportunities for the Headlands region. They were

•

•

meeting was held in the City’s art house theater
The Showroom, offered by the theater’s owners as
a showing of support for the project. Attendance
exceeded our expectations, requiring us to quickly
adjust and conduct two meetings in a row that
evening to accommodate everyone who wanted
to attend. The local Environmental and Shade Tree
Commission, select City Council members, advocacy
groups like NJ Surfrider and the American Littoral
Society, and local residents all came together to
promote the event, resulting in its impressive success.
The community has followed up by producing letters
of support and offering clear, critical and constructive
feedback on our ideas to make them compatible with
community goals.
Stakeholders include state, county, and local
regulators as well as many, many advocacy groups,
30

youth groups, religious groups and property owners.

NJ Future
Asbury Park: Mayor, City Council, planning

will be a critical partner for implementation of coastal
lake improvements and regional coordination. In their
management and visioning role for Deal Lake, the
Commission brings together members from each of
the seven communities that contain a portion of the
lake, making that lake an ideal site for our first lake
intervention. The DLC and Surfrider, along with many
other advocacy groups and municipal governments,
have played a key role in the public process this past
winter.

Urban Coast Institute (UCI) at Monmouth

The site for this project is the City of Asbury Park,
chosen for its iconic boardwalk, coastal lakes, diverse
population, cultural history, and redevelopment
energy. Asbury Park is on average 13’ higher in
elevation than most Barrier Island towns on the
northern Jersey Shore. Asbury’s beach naturally
captures sand due to a combination of prevailing
winds and tidal flow, making it an ideal location
for investment and a safer location for coastal
occupation. While Asbury Park is vulnerable to sea
level rise and storm surge, the coastal community
has the infrastructure and high elevation to develop

University

also a way to identify key stakeholders for involvement
as part of the resilience network. Our February public

Monmouth County

department, and residents

Rebuild by Design-organized parade and event
have facilitated conversations around risks and

NJ Department of State, Division of Travel &

including Asbury Park Deputy Mayor Sue Henderson,

Headlands Pilot Project: Resilient
Asbury Park

Asbury Park’s Environmental and Shade Tree
Commission

•

Deal Lake Commission

•

Jersey Shore Partnership

•

American Littoral Society

•

NJ Surfrider

Stakeholders in the Headlands region understand
the cost to continually nourish beaches – the federal
government covers 65% of the cost for beach
nourishment while the state and local government
split the remainder. With the high probability of 31” of
sea level rise over the next fifty years, local regulators
and advocacy groups understand the threat. The
Jersey Shore chapter of the Surfrider Foundation
is an example of a partner organization within the
resiliency network representing the Headlands region.
Rebuild One City parade and event in Asbury Park
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implementable projects for long term protection.

directed towards affordable housing and access, as

Currently, while 29% of the land area of Asbury Park

well as economic development along commercial

is directly impacted by a 100-year storm, only 2% of

corridors. Racial tensions still linger in the city from

the city’s residential population is vulnerable due to

days of segregated beaches and race riots, dating to

the high elevation from the beach.

the early 1970’s. Physical divisions in infrastructure

Asbury Park has emerged in recent years as a
revitalized arts and culture hub that integrates music
and industrial heritage with the strong beach culture
and boardwalk. Demographically Asbury Park is also

These three projects include:
•

boardwalk-dune infrastructure along the
oceanfront that honors the social function of the
boardwalk while redesigning it to create dunes

and roadways make it difficult to establish and sustain

and vegetation within its edges that can protect

connections. Resiliency for Asbury Park needs to

the development behind it,

be inclusive and address community as well as
environmental challenges.

very different from the rest of New Jersey – the city

Watershed flooding related to the coastal lakes is

has a minority population of about 64% and 33% of

as important to consider in Asbury Park as coastal

businesses are minority run. The city’s composition

flooding. To address the complexity of the community,

is also compounded by a high poverty rate (31%)

we have integrated three design projects to provide

and significant violent crime rate, which is harming

protection from the ocean, create inland protection

its reputation and revitalization. The dynamic nature

through improvements to coastal lakes and streets,

of the community presents multiple opportunities

and connect the beach to the community.

for infrastructural improvements, new development

Boardwalk-Dune: Creation of a hybrid

•

Hyperabsorbent Lakes: Improvements to
coastal lakes to increase stormwater management
function, useful ecological habitat, and recreation
activities, and

•

Hyperabsorbent Streets: Creation of green
streets that help to clean and manage stormwater
through the community as it flows to the coastal
lakes.

Although these three projects can comprehensively

Retro-fitting the civic core of the boardwalk

cover the full city over time, there are key sites to
begin with to address imminent vulnerabilities and
align with community support. The first implementable
projects will be: design and construction of the
northern segment of the boardwalk-dune near Deal
Lake and to protect the wastewater treatment plant;
improvements to the Asbury Park section of Deal
Lake, connecting to the new boardwalk; and 3rd
Street green infrastructure to connect neighborhoods
across racial lines.
% IN SAND VOLUME RETENTION FOR
SITES BETWEEN AP & MASAQUAN

+100%

Boardwalk-Dune

% OF SAND AP RETAINED
1999-2011 SINCE ACOE PROJECT

95.1%
FLEXIBLE, MULTI-MODAL STREETS
FILTER POLLUTED RUNOFF & INTEGRATE
SUMMER SWELL POPULATIONS

NEW WEST & EAST
DEVELOPMENT SUPPORTS
BUSINESS GROWTH &
MIGRATION OF COASTAL
POPULATIONS TO HIGHIER
& DRIER LOCATIONS LIKE
THE HEADLANDS

CONNECTED WEST/EAST
CORRIDORS VIA
PERVIOUS GREEN STREETS

STATIC TO LIVING BEACHES:
COLLABORATIVE SOFT & HARD
INFRASTRUCTURE PROMOTE BIO
DIVERSITY & HABITAT ENRICHMENT

PROTECTIVE BOARDWALK
PRESERVES AND REINVENTS
BEACH ECOLOGY

PROTECTED WASTE
H2OTREATMENT PLANT

ECOLOGICALLY HEALTHY
LAKES WITH CONNECTIONS
TO BOARWALK & BEACH

Asbury Park’s boardwalk, streets, and coastal lakes
share a common trait: each today exists merely
as infrastructure with hard edges, rather than as
functioning eocsystems with natural, soft edges.
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A connected, resilient future for Asbury Park

The edge conditions along the coastal lakes, where

Experimental form for the northern boardwalk area
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Boardwalk-dune structure

Future boardwalk-dune system

the sidewalks meet the street, and on the

a new park near Deal Lake. The area between the

are used to structure dunes. Protection, habitat, and

and visitors to the improved water ecology. The lake

boardwalk present the opportunities to

boardwalk and ocean includes a sacrificial forming

design will be meshed, creating a destination.

flume also needs engineering re-examination for

redesign more resilient infrastructure, affording

dune, tidal pool, and primary dune. In narrower,

a more effective solution at managing lake levels.

protection.

constrained sections of the beach to the south,

Through this strategy for resilience in the headlands,

The boardwalk offers an opportunity to rethink
the beach’s monoculture through a more
organic boardwalk form and topography
that has a new relationship to beachside
development and promotes a healthier ecology.
The design of the boardwalk maintains its
important social role while providing a new
shape to capture sand and form dunes over
time, creating protection and habitat area for
beach wildlife. The incomplete segment of
boardwalk north of the convention center and
south of the casino will be implemented first.
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the boardwalk-dune design will retrofit the existing
boardwalk, creating social spaces and protection
through redesign of the boardwalk’s edges. As
sand accumulates and vegetation develops, the
Habitat Engine process adds life history spaces,
food resources, and protection for beach-loving
wildlife. The speed and type of habitat change will be
determined by the physical process of sand accretion
and the biotic processes of vegetative spread and
succession. Together, these actions build resiliency
as well as civic charm to the landscape adjacent to
the public’s boardwalk experience.

Hyper-absorbent Lakes
Deal Lake, which borders the edge of Asbury Park,
will undergo a thorough restoration process that
includes dredging and removal of the hard edge to
make way for soft, sloping shorelines. Since fishing
in inland lakes in New Jersey is broadly attractive
to people across racial and ethnic groups, lake

the condition and absorptive function of coastal lakes
will be improved in order to manage storm water and
clean watershed runoff. Sunset Lake is linked to Deal
Lake so should be considered in the near term as
well, with Wesley Lake to follow or proceed under
a different path. Deal Lake will be a model for the
regional lake network.

improvement will be a centerpiece for the project’s
aims of enhancing community connections. The
new living shoreline aligns with NJDEP goals and

Hyper-absorbent Streets

will increase native vegetation to increase habitat

Asbury Park experienced major development

for migratory birds, aquatic inhabitants and native

booms in parallel to the rise of a car culture across

Since no boardwalk currently exists, it is a

The design for the first implementation zone, the

animal species. Habitat islands within the lake will be

the country. The urban form is characterized by

prime site to include experimental dune/habitat

northern experimental boardwalk-dune, takes

created as well to create bird rookeries and additional

unnecessarily wide streets with narrow sidewalks

creation strategies, all of which will protect

design cues from the existing boardwalk’s wooden

differentiation. To enhance recreation, boat launches

and minimal street landscaping. Existing conditions

the wastewater treatment facility and link to

herringbone pattern and wooden sand fences that

and small piers will be installed, connecting residents

benefit the summer population swell and encourage
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vehicular use rather than engaging a pedestrian

Implementation

and protection. Most of the project is sited along

Keeping construction schedules to September

waterways and the ocean and will necessitate

through May timelines will encourage economic

business districts. To be resilient, Asbury’s streets

While Asbury Park has an intact boardwalk in place

Coastal Area Facility Review Act (CAFRA) permits.

stability for the city around tourism. Due to recent

need to better manage stormwater run-off and

within its historic core, the northern part of the beach

United States Army Corps of Engineers permits for

reconstruction of Asbury Park’s boardwalk, the

clean it before it reaches the coastal lakes. Street

is discontinuous and lacks a boardwalk today. This

boardwalk construction and dune creation will be

segment of boardwalk between the convention center

improvements will capture and treat storm water

wider area of the beach connects to Deal Lake and

needed as well.

and casino will be retrofitted, rather than designed

to further protect the town from long term flooding.

is the idea site for the first implementation project,

Major east-west corridors with business frontage

linking a boardwalk-dune pilot project with renewal

will have wider sidewalks and incorporate a seasonal

of Deal Lake, creating a resilient, protected district.

streets plan for managing parking and summer swell

Ultimately, this project can be a model for other

traffic through the popular beach destination. 3rd

boardwalk and dune rebuilding projects along the

Street is our pilot site for the first hyper-absorbent

Jersey Shore coast that are underway by the USACE

street in Asbury Park, since it connects from the

and the state, so early implementation will allow it to

west side of town all the way to the beach. 3rd

be tested and measured for success or adjustments.

audience through livable, walkable spaces and

Street has an ample cross section and also contains
many community centers along it, such as churches
or parks, with sites that could be used for larger
stormwater management sites. The low points for the
road at the railroad and the beach.

The first six months of implementation will be devoted
to initial steps in the state permitting process and
concurrent design/engineering development for
the three pronged approach to water management

The first six months will also be an important time
to work with stakeholders to refine the design and
gather community feedback. This phase will include
multiple resiliency network meetings and a several
public meetings to engage residents and interested
parties in the future of their city, and the region. These
ongoing community discussions about resiliency
projects will strengthen the resiliency network.
Within a year, once the permits have been secured
and the design phase completed, the boardwalk
construction and retrofitting process will begin.

anew. Dredging, planting, and deconstruction of the
edge conditions along Deal Lake will also begin. The
street improvement plan will be released and street
construction along 3rd street will commence during
the fall and winter months to accommodate the
summer swell and remain cognizant of business and
retail operations.
Within five years the boardwalk-dune project will
be complete and the first signs of natural dune
nourishment will begin to occur. The 3rd street
corridor will also provide early signs of commercial
corridor development spurring private development
along the beachfront on previously vacant parcels.
Ongoing maintenance and collection of metrics will

Dune formation over time, through the boardwalk structure

be important to measure the success of the projects
and their replicability to other communities. New
tourist activities can parallel physical changes.
Between five and twenty years, Asbury Park will most
likely experience continued population growth as the
lake project is completed and commercial corridors
north and south of 3rd Street become absorbent,
multi-functional streets. In twenty years, the
community will be able to invest in water treatment
facility renovations or identify potential relocation
ideas for a new site. Dune maintenance, habitat
improvements and sand replenishment will naturally
occur within the dunes. The boardwalk will be nearing
its projected useful life (twenty-five years) and plans

As built - Year 0

5 Years

10 Years

for boardwalk retrofits and reconstruction will begin
alongside replacement plans for the century-old
(2012) sewer line.

Headlands Proposed Timeline (Long Term)

PHASE 1
Immediate

REGIONAL LEVEL

PILOT PROJECT

Year

0

1

Short-term
2

3

PHASE 2

PHASE 3

Mid-term

Long term

5

4

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

+Design
+Permitting

+Construction

+Project Completion

Asbury Park dune and boardwalk
Third Street Improvements
Deal Lake restoration

Maintenance of
boardwalk and
streetscapes
Maintenance of
dunes/lake vegetation

+Complete streets improvements

+Coordination with
Resilience Partners
+Wastewater Studies
+US Army Corps (USACE) coordination

+Headlands Community#2
+Permitting
+Construction
+Headlands Community#3
+Permitting
+Construction

+Project
Completion

Maintenance of boardwalk and streetscapes
Maintenance of dunes/lake vegetation

+Project
Completion

Maintenance of boardwalk and streetscapes
Maintenance of dunes/lake vegetation

ASBURY PARK

Asbury Park Pilot Project Timelin (Near Term)
Month

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

Design
[HUD CDBG-DR]

Pre-application

Permitting

[CAFRA- Individual]

[CAFRA-General]

[Waterfront Development]

[Army Corps: NJ Coastal Zone]

Construction
[12 to 18 months]

FUNDING REQUEST:

$ 5,000,000 + $55,000,000
Funding: HUD CDBG-DR
Other potential sources: USACE, NJEDA or DOC EDA, NJDEP

Public Coordination
Resilience Network Coordination

PHASE 1 SPENDING (12 to 18 months):

DESIGN/ENGINEERING/PERMITTING/MANAGEMENT COST = $5,000,000
CONSTRUCTION COST = $55,000,000

ASBURY PARK
Phase 1 project includes portions of boardwalk-dune, Deal Lake, and 3rd Avenue
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REGIONAL RESILIENCE FOR
THE INLAND BAY

as blue crabs require the highly productive marsh

The Inland Bay is the most complex region of the New

limiting fish and crab resources for eating and

Jersey shore, with a legacy of industrial uses, densely-

commerce. Contaminants from adjacent industrial

populated maritime communities, increasing levels of

uses or other human dominated land raise nutrient

integration into the Greater New York City economy,

levels in bay waters and reduce species persistence.

habitats that thrive in bay waters. Yet, despite a
reliance on water for livelihood, the Raritan Bay’s

Inland Bay Vulnerabilities
While seemingly not as vulnerable as the Barrier

to living in this vulnerable zone. Participation in

Islands to sea level rise, Inland Bay communities

long-term planning is difficult for some residents

suffered flooding from both the ocean and the

who are still awaiting government and insurance

inland rivers during Hurricane Sandy. Routine

payments to rebuild. Yet a core of advocates in city

flooding persists between storm events, leaving

councils, town agencies, and local organizations

communities perpetually at risk. In fact, sea level

are eager to press forward with longer-term

rise will present only an incremental increase

visions for their towns. These advocates have

Inland Bay Resilience Network

in vulnerability for Union Beach and Keansburg

been enthusiastic about plans that integrate flood

because so much of the community is already

protections, recreational facilities and open space,

and Sandy-affected areas, Inland Bay communities

The Inland Bay in northern New Jersey, also known

vulnerable: 43% of the population is impacted by

and revitalized streets that can prompt other

support the greatest population, with 62% and 79%

as the Bayshore region, includes many small

a 100 year flood event today, with $1.274 billion

improvements in their towns.

respectively. Only along the Jersey Shore does this

communities that line the shore. Many of these

dollars in property value also at risk. As local

pattern switch, with just 23% of the Jersey Shore

communities were heavily impacted by Hurricane

Bayshore blogger Middletown Mike remarked:

population living in the Inland Bay. Yet the long

Sandy and are still struggling through early phases

“When it rains, it floods. ”

history of settlement in these New Jersey bay areas

of the rebuilding process today. Keansburg’s retail

have created problems that are typical or emerging

vacancy rate has been lingering around 90% since

in other inland bays, including contamination from

the storm. Union Beach, where 75% of all homes

industrial activities, and residences and businesses

were flooded, is working hard to rebuild innovatively,

built with few protections against flooding. Inland Bay

with creative financing for 15 new solar homes, all

communities in the northern Jersey shore are located

built to FEMA standards.

water quality suffers from an influx of contaminants,

and a rich estuarine environment.
Over 50% of the Atlantic coast can be categorized as
an Inland Bay condition. Along the Atlantic Seaboard

Inland Bay communities also demonstrates
significant unmet need for open space. Park space
per person in Union Beach and Keansburg is half

Topographic gradients affect exposure to flooding

of what is recommended by national standards.

and future weather events. The Inland Bay is

The prevalence of aging or abandoned industrial

characterized by low-lying communities and higher,

uses along the Inland Bay waterfronts and a lack of

inland communities on a ridgeline. 9% of NJ

open space provide an opportunity to reposition the

Inland Bay is zoned industrial, so post-industrial

Inland Bay’s edges toward productive, protective,

waterfronts provide some buffer from value loss.

and recreational landscapes that will improve flood

Despite the ongoing, immediacy of post-Sandy

It is not until 3-4 feet of sea level rise that higher

protection and community benefits.

needs, members of the community have been

value land becomes vulnerable. The gradient of

enthusiastic to embrace resiliency conversations

real estate value is the reverse of the pattern on

The Inland Bay coastline encompasses a range of

and ideas through this process. At our January

the barrier islands, where the highest value lots are

diverse habitats conditioned by the fine gradient of

public meeting, graciously hosted by Keansburg,

nearest the beach.

salinity and low energy water found along its edge.

residents from Union Beach and Keansburg were

New Jersey’s Inland Bay communities have grown

ready to discuss issues of recreation, open space,

around the distinct characteristics and opportunities

flooding, and community identity. Likewise, the local

of Raritan Bay’s protected, brackish waters. In

USACE, Union Beach City Administrator Jennifer

comparison to the ocean, the bay contains lower

Maier, and staff from Monmouth County’s Economic

and varying salinity in water at small scales, generally

Development, Planning, Emergency Management,

ranging from fifteen to thirty parts per thousand. This

Engineering, and Community Development helped to

lower salinity is critical for survival and perpetuation

make sure that our project ideas aligned with ongoing

of key species, and has made the bays popular for

Army Corps projects and county transportation and

recreational and commercial fishing. Species such

planning efforts.

within the New York City metropolitan area commuter
shed, with access to both the New Jersey Coast Line
commuter rail and ferries to New York City.

In the Bayshore, the loss of industrial jobs and
shift of retail to nearby state highways have
resulted in working class communities that are
largely residential, and towns with thin budgets.
Amusement facilities in Keansburg have lost
business to tourist beaches to the east and to
amusements on barrier island piers. But, families’
investments in their Bayshore houses commit them

Inland Bay today

Core members of this group have included:

•

Together North Jersey

•

•

Jersey Shore Partnership

•

Monmouth County

•

Occupy Sandy

NJ Department of State: Department of
Environmental Protection, Department of Planning
Advocacy

•
•

Monmouth County
International Flavors and Fragrances (IFF)

•

NJ Future

•

Keansburg

•

Union Beach

•

Similar to the Barrier Island Ecotourism Project,
there is one large, private landowner that is central
to implementation of the Inland Bay pilot project.
The International Flavors and Fragrances, Inc. (IFF)
is a research, development, and manufacturing
business headquartered in New York City, with offices

flood protection projects. IFF’s cooperation in re-

shore conditions and contains a man-made lake. The

imagining Natco Lake as a community resource and

Natco Lake District encompasses dense residential

flood mitigation project is critical to implementation.

neighborhoods, post-industrial lands, and a diverse

Through this process, we have initiated several

ecosystem around the lake with the potential to be

meetings with IFF leadership to open the lines of

an ecological and community asset as well as to offer

communication about their land. IFF, who has high

significant storm protection and flood mitigation.

sustainability goals as a firm, has benn open to the
discussions and ideas. They have convened an
internal committee to lead an exploratory process
internally. If this project is selected to go forward,
solid groundwork has been laid with this critical
property owner and partner.

Both Union Beach and Keansburg are waterfront
towns that border Natco Lake and were heavily
impacted by Hurricane Sandy, but in vastly different
ways. Keansburg’s topography represents a bowllike condition where the berms and dunes act as
protective barriers against storm surge. The bowl

internationally and domestically. Sandwiched between

topography also means that during normal rain events,

Urban Coast Institute (UCI) at Monmouth

Keansburg and Union Beach, IFF owns hundreds of

the community is prone to localized flooding as the

University

acres of land around Natco Lake, including wetlands,

•

American Littoral Society

•

USACE – New York District

a brownfields site under active remediation, and
some developed land. IFF suffered considerable
damage to its facilities and is undertaking its own

INLAND BAY PILOT PROJECT:
NATCO LAKE COASTAL PARK
The Inland Bay’s complex, mixed use conditions
create different risks for storms and sea level rise,
making New Jersey’s Inland Bay resistant to a singular
form of intervention. Water culture in the Inland
Bay is centered on the bay, for commercial fishing,
commuting, and recreation. A system of creeks,
wetlands, and small lakes line the shore; today these
creeks are prone to flooding because of uncontrolled
sediment flows from upland areas, but the community
still has memories of previous recreation use. Building
on their its recreational and commercial role, there
is an opportunity to restore and re-use these water
bodies to enhance coastal protection while providing
new sources of recreational value from for adjacent
ecosystems for these and communities.
The Natco Lake district is an ideal site for a multilayered approach to water culture opportunities.
Located in Union Beach and Hazlet and adjacent to

Public meeting activities with Keansburgh, Union Beach, and other stakeholders

Keansburg, it is illustrative of a range of troublesome

storm sewer outlet is below high tide sea levels,
trapping water on land. In Union Beach, the town is
on a higher elevation that has unprotected views to
Raritan Bay and houses constructed right up to the
bulkhead. After Hurricane Sandy, Keansburg suffered
no initial building destruction; however, floodwaters
failed to drain for days and ultimately ruined entire
buildings along the first few blocks of waterfront.
Union Beach encountered limited long term flooding,
but suffered from severe storm surge that destroyed
a number of buildings instantly. Combining all
residents of Keansburg, Union Beach, and Hazlet;
57% live within the 2050 500-year flood hazard
zone. A present value of $1.274 billion in property is
vulnerable to a 100- year flood.
Through this project Natco Lake, an “accidental
lake” created by an earlier brick-making operation,
and the surrounding burgeoning marshland will be
nurtured and transformed into an ecological system
that helps manage storm surge and water inflow,
as well as provides a destination for recreational
boating and wildlife viewing. In combination with new

Future vision for Natco Lake

NATCO LAKE RENEWED

RECREATION CENTER
PROVIDES AMENITIES FOR
UNDERSERVED COMMUNITIES
GREEN INDUSTRY:
INTERNATIONAL FLAVORS
& FRAGRANCES (IFF)

SUPERLEVEE DEVELOPMENT

MODIFIED INDUSTRIAL
FLOW, GREEN PARKING &
STORMWATER FILTRATION

DIVERSIFIED EDGE TO
INCREASE HABITAT
NEGHBORHOOD
CONNECTIONS TO WATER
RECREATION VIA PIERS

SOFTENED EDGES
BETWEEN WETLAND
& DEVELOPMENT

HIGH & DRY DEVELOPMENT
LAKE VIEWS & PARK ACCESS
DIVERSE RESIDENTIAL OPPORTUNITIES
MIXED-USE ALONG ROUTE 36

MICRO MARINAS
WET STREETS

3 BASEBALL FIELDS
5 MULTIPURPOSE FIELDS
ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION CENTER
BIOREMEDIATION OF CONTAMINATED
INUDSTRIAL SITE MADE VISIBLE:
PHYTOREMEDIATTION GARDENS WITHIN
THE AGING FOUNDATIONS OF THE OLD
CLAY BRICK FACTORY

PROTECTS EXISTING
NEIGHBORHOOD WHILE PROVIDING
NEW RESIDENTIAL OPPORTUNITIES
(WITH VIEWS OF NYC)

CREATE MORE
SPACE FOR FUTURE
WETLANDS

marina functions, marsh landscapes will be designed

These creeks caused significant flooding during

building value for residents and the bay and lake

to mitigate contamination, contributing to a cleaner

Hurricane Sandy, for residents and for IFF. The creek

themselves. Trails will be constructed to tie between

bay and supporting the future economic health of

watersheds will be cleaned and made more function

the community and the new regional recreation

Once initial CDBG-DR funding is secured, design

estuarine occupations such as fishing. The objective

through dredging, in cooperation with more targeted

sites to the north of Natco Lake. With water quality

development for the ecological and recreational

is to simultaneously reduce localized flooding from

USACE dredging plans. Non-native vegetation will be

improvements and testing, plantings for varieties of

redevelopment of Natco Lake will commence and

heavy storm events, protect communities from storm

removed to make way for native, salt tolerant species

birds, shore alterations to diversify species, piers

continue the community engagement process in the

surge risks, and reconnect residents and visitors to

and to expand the wetland surface area to absorb

and canoes for community use will be added. While

surrounding communities – gaining traction among

a regional recreation amenity that provides better

more flood waters from neighboring towns. This

today the community has expressed little knowledge

communities and constituents in the Bayshore region.

drainage into watersheds and wetlands.

Habitat Engine response will intensify and evolve over

and even less use of the Natco Lake area, through

time, responding to the speed and scope of rising

this plan in the future they will have a new major

waters in this region. Productive marine resources will

community and regional recreation resource.

These towns are still in the process of building back
homes, businesses and government buildings –
as lower-middle income communities with higher

follow the changing physical and biotic conditions,

than average poverty rates and rental rates, the

Implementation

For the first five months of initial design development,
the project will continue to focus on schematic design
while also beginning the CAFRA/ wetlands permitting
processes. The design portion of this immediate
phase will entail strategic engineering studies and

communities lack the capital, staff resources,
or foundations to plan for future events. The
communities currently have a combined open space
deficit of 74 acres – only 5.5 acres of open space
exist per 1,000 people, instead of the ideal 10 acres
per 1,000 people. The Natco Lake Coastal Park
project would close this gap.
A major landowner and stakeholder in the Bayshore
region and Natco Lake, International Flavors and
Fragrances (IFF), owns large parcels of land around
Natco Lake including creeks, wetlands, contaminated
sites from previous industrial uses, and a few relatively
high and dry parcels where its research facilities
stand. In the long term, it is possible that the state
and local municipalities (Union Beach, Keansburg,
and Hazlet) can encourage the creation of a publicprivate partnership to transfer property rights,
allowing for the design and development of absorbent
recreational green space and educational centers on
the remediated land along Raritan Bay.
Natco Lake is surrounded on the east and west sides
by creeks, two of the many creeks in the Inland Bay.
Future Natco Lake Coastal Park

designs for creek dredging. Although on privately

and path improvements will be made to increase

owned land, IFF has given verbal permission for

the safety of the trail and acknowledge its role as a

design interventions with public access on the creeks

resilient barrier to inland flooding from storm surge.

on both sides of their land. Most of the project is

Design and permitting will complete in the first year

based along waterways and along the ocean which

and a half and will allow stream dredging to begin

require Coastal Area Facility Review Act (CAFRA)

instantaneously. A community toolkit and resiliency

permits as well as United States Army Corps of

planning documents will be released to the public and

Engineering coordination. The first six months will

generate pilot projects for community development

also include multiple resiliency network meetings

and individual resilience purposes.

and a few public meetings to engage residents and
interested parties in the future of their city.

The midterm phase (twenty years) for the Natco Lake
project entails the conclusion of the public-private

The short term phase (two to five years) of the

partnership between IFF and the state of New Jersey.

project entails water contamination clean up through

This will allow the state to take over contaminated

constructed and re-vegetated wetlands and dredged

land for remediation purposes prior to construction

water bodies. International Flavors and Fragrances

of the recreation park and resilience center. Habitat

(IFF) has agreed to sell back all “unusable” industrial

terracing and habitat migration landscaping will

land to the state which includes flooded parcels,

be incorporated into the development of the new

wetlands, and other low-lying areas. The funds to

ecological park, the Natco Lake Coastal Park.

purchase IFF properties can come from the Green
Acres, Water Supply and Floodplain Protection,
and Farmland and Historic Preservation Bond Act
of 2009 state grant program, which allows for large
redevelopment parcels to be purchased from a willing
party for the purpose of increasing green space for
public benefit. New Jersey will in turn land bank the
parcels from IFF with additional Hazlet and Union
Beach parcels for the remediation and dredging
process.

Over the long term (fifty years) Natco Lake will
develop from a strictly fresh water lake to a brackish
water body connected to the increasingly salient
creeks and wetlands made possible through sea
level rise. Ecological habitat migration corridors and
terracing practices will be instituted along the edge
of the lake and inland creeks. New development, with
affordable housing options and ground level retail,
will fill out the Route 35 corridor along Natco Lake.
Wetland maintenance and vegetation reintroduction

On a regional scale, the Henry Hudson trail is

of native species will be required as invasive species

already planned to connect along the bay from

move back into the healthy watershed.

Natco Lake to Sandy Hook State Park. Amenity

Natco lake inland ecological migration

Inland Bay Proposed Timeline

PILOT PROJECT

Year

PHASE 1

PHASE 2

PHASE 3

Immediate

Mid-term

Long term

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

+ Public-private partnership coordination
+Design

Creek Dredge/wetland design
Master Plan development

+Construction

+Land Acquisition

+Project Completion

Land Remediation
Recreational development

Floodplain Land acquisition (IFF)
Master Plan development

+Permitting

Dredge/ Wetland Permitting
Contaminated land use permit

+Construction

+Project Completion

Native wetland
vegetation maintenance
Habitat migration oversight

REGIONAL LEVEL

Dredge/Wetland Development
Recreational Mast

+Coordination with
Resilience Partners

+Inland Bay Design #2
+Land Acquisition
+Permitting

+US Army Corps (USACE) coordination

+Construction

+Project Completion

+Inland Bay Design #3
+Land Acquisition
+Permitting
+Construction

+Project Completion

NATCO LAKE

Natco Lake Coastal Park Pilot Project Timeline
Month 0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

Creek dredge
design

Pre-design/
Detailed Master plan

Design - Natco Lake

Pre-application

Permitting

[CAFRA- Individual]

[Coastal Wetlands Type A, Type B Permit]

[Waterfront Development]
[Army Corps:
NJ Coastal Zone]

Creek dredging

Lake Construction
[12 months]

FUNDING REQUEST:

$5,000,000
Funding: HUD CDBG-DR
Other potential sources: USACE, NJEPA

PHASE 1 SPENDING (12 to 18 mo.)
DESIGN/ENGINEERING/PERMITTING/MANAGEMENT COST = $5,000,000

NATCO LAKE

2

Community Letters of Support

TOWNSHIP HALL
Pinewald-Keswick Road
P.O. Box B
Bayville,NJ 08721
E-mail: mayor@twp.berkeley.nj.us

^I^BB^^

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR
Carmen F. Amato, Jr., Mayor
Phone: (732) 244-7400
Fax:(732)341-8968
www.twp.berkeley.nj.us

B E R K E L E Y IlKSEi/i"! T O W N S H I P
March 21,2014
Secretary Shaun Donovan Secretary.Donovan@hud.gov
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
451 7th Street, S.W., Washington D.C. 20410
LETTER of SUPPORT: Resilience + the Beach: Resiliency Planning for the Jersey Shore
Dear Secretary Donovan:
Berkeley Township supports the Sasaki/Rutgers/ARUP proposal entitled "Resilience + the Beach:
Resiliency Planning for the Jersey Shore" that is one of the finalists in your Rebuild by Design Project.
Berkeley Township is a very diverse community which enjoys many natural and recreational resources, which we are
proud to share with the world. Our community offers a variety of recreation and resource venues such as the
Pinelands, NJ State Forest and lands, Cranberry Bogs, Barnegat Bay access, including boating, fishing, kayaking
and swimming , as well beach and ocean front access. A large part of our economy and ratable base is derived from
this tourism industry. Following SuperStorm Sandy, much of our coastal communities and the tourism industry was
significantly impacted. The damages to our beaches, bay areas, our coastal neighborhoods, our waterfront business
and our community at large have been devastating. However, this terrible event has given our community an
opportunity to pause and ponder our future and how we can maintain and plan for our future community needs.
I have had a chance to review and participate in the Resilience + the Beach: Resiliency Planning for the Jersey
Shore"; Rebuild by Design Project. The ideas and concepts presented help us to better understand the importance
of our coastal tourism industry, the impacts on our community and the need to plan for a future in light of the
possibility of coastal erosion, sea level rise, future storm damages and more frequent storm damages. We know
firsthand our community will be on the forefront of the many changes in the years to come. The ideas and concept
presented in this project will help guide our community into the future and we whole support this effort.
We strongly encourage your agency to support the Rebuild by Design application submitted by the
Sasaki/Rutgers/Arup team. Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Mayor Carmen Amato
Berkeley Township, Ocean County, New Jersey

cc. Brie Hensold - bhensold@sasaki.com

MONMOUTH
UNIVERSITY
WHERE LEADERS

LOOK.forward

Urban Coast Institute
March 24, 2014
The Honorable Shaun Donovan
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
451 7th Street, S.W.
Washington D.C. 20410

. esilience +the Beach: Resiliency Planning for the Jersey Shore

I am writing this letter on behalf of the Monmouth University Urban Coast Institute (UC!) in strong support of the
Sasaki/Rutgers/ARUP Rebuild by Design proposal entitled " Resilience + the Beach: Resiliency Planning for the
Jersey Shore." This proposal is the only proposal which include components along the beachfront, headlands, barrier
islands, and back bays of the Jersey shoreline, which was so devastated by Superstorm Sandy and remains
vulnerable to future coastal storms. The innovative approach proposed by the Sasaki team can serve as a template
for actions by other communities along the Jersey Shore.
The UC! is a multidisciplinary research, academic, and community resource center located in West Long Branch in
Monmouth County, New Jersey, less than one mile from the beach. Monmouth University served as the largest
shelter after Sandy, and is committed to continue service as a Center for Resilience and to support efforts of the
Sasaki team to coordinate with communities and disseminate outcomes and lessons learned in the course of the
project. The UCI already works closely with coastal communities in the proposed project area to encourage the
adoption of best practices to reduce vulnerability and enhance resilience.
Among other initiatives, UC! has supported development of a "Getting to Resilience" guide, and a G.I.S.-based
coastal vulnerability framework coordinated coastal Jakes restoration efforts in the region, and is a member of the NJ
Department of Environmental Protection's Community Resilience Network along with other academic and NGO
partners. UC! draws from expertise across New Jersey, and offers support to projects promoting resilience along our
shores. The Resilience + the Beach: Resiliency Planning for the Jersey Shore project uses innovative communitybased approaches to develop a more resilient and sustainable shore, back bays and adjacent waterways.
UCI supports the Sasaki/Rutgers/Amp team multi-pronged approach, which recognizes the varied landscapes along
the Jersey Shore. The Resilience + the Beach project carefully considers the rich ecological, economic, and cultural
conditions which exist in New Jersey. Treating each of these components as part of larger coastal system, including
community culture and economic considerations is the on effective approach that will produce long-lasting and
potentially transformational change.
We strongly encourage your support and selection of the Rebuild by Design application submitted by the
Sasaki/Rutgers/ Arup team. Thank you for your consideration. All the best!
Sincerely,

~~~~
Tony MacDonald
Director
cc. Brie Hensold - bhensold@sasaki.com

West long Branch, New Jersey 07764-1898 Phone: 732-263-5392 Fax: 732-263-5723
e-mail: amacdona@monrnouth.edu

20 March 2014
Secretary Shaun Donovan
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
451 7th Street, S.W. , Washington D.C. 20410
Secretary.Donovan@hud.gov
Dear Secretary Donovan:
Superstorm Sandy presented the Eastern Seaboard with habitat challenges for humans and wildlife. Now,
through the Rebuild By Design competition, there is a unique opportunity to pro-actively address these
challenges and prevent their severe impact in the future. To that end, I am writing in support of the The
Rebuild By Design proposal submitted by the Sasaki-led Rutgers team. The plan is unique in their approach
as it places local ecology firmly and prominently in the center of rebuilding. A lynchpin of their plan is
partnerships. Solutions to issues of this magnitude need a multi-disciplinary approach. The Saskai-led team
has been obviously been nurturing key partnerships important for making this project work.
As an urban conservationist in New York City, I routinely face the challenges of balancing development and
infrastructure with protecting nature and natural processes in a dwindling natural landscape. That is why
the Sasaki-led approach for the Jersey shore is so compelling. They address barrier islands, headlands, and
inland bays – areas and challenges that represent not only New Jersey but also communities along the
Northeast Atlantic Coast. Their approach includes outreach to stakeholders (public officials, local and
regional leaders, and the public) and incorporates their input in the final plan. The plan uses sound
ecological principles to produce built “structures” and social strategies that increase ecological and
community resilience and serve local needs.
I believe their approach will serve as a model for other communities along the coast: the plan and solutions
deal with landscapes and local ecologies to handle storm surges and flooding. It incorporates local
amenities and tourism, so important to the Jersey Shore. The Sasaki-led plan for protection against global
conditions, severe storms and flooding, and sea level rise is well-conceived and includes the components
necessary for a resilient, healthy ecosystem and associated resilient human communities as well.
I enthusiastically support the Sasaki-led plan and recommend that the plan be funded.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
Sincerely,

Susan B. Elbin, PhD
Director of Conservation and Science, New York City Audubon
71 W. 23rd St., NY, NY 10010
www.nycaudubon.org
Copy: Brie Hensold - bhensold@sasaki.com

March 24, 2014
Shaun Donovan, Secretary
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
451 7th Street, SW, Room 2170B
Washington, DC 20410
Dear Secretary Donovan:
Please accept this letter of support from the Asbury Park Environmental and Shade Tree Commission
("ESTC") on behalf of the Sasaki team's project to enhance the headland areas of the Jersey Shore,
specifically Asbury Park. The ESTC has had an opportunity to evaluate the Sasaki design project, offer
input and we find that the initiatives outlined would greatly benefit the entire Jersey Shore region.
As a preliminary matter, the Sasaki design project directly addresses environmental issues that correlate
to damage wrought by Superstorm Sandy. Fortifying our beaches with natural dunes and vegetation,
increasing the capacity of streets and coastal lakes to handle storm water runoff, and increasing the
ecological vitality of those coastal lakes are ideas that would benefit all of Asbury Park. We believe that
had these measures been in place prior to 2011, there would have been less coastal damage caused by
the storm.
In addition to the storm‐mitigating benefits, the Sasaki design project delivers a variety of benefits to
Asbury Park which complement works already being considered. First, Asbury Park is in the midst of an
ongoing redevelopment of its beachfront, presenting an opportunity to create sensible urban designs on a
relatively clean slate. The three coastal lakes in Asbury Park are in various states of rehabilitation,
making them amenable to ecologically friendly redesigns. By developing city mini parks and streetscapes
the design recognizes and addresses the need to bridge the cultural divide between the East and West
sides of the city. By working to incorporate a public beachfront park, the Sasaki design project could
become key to keeping the north end of the Asbury Park ‐ which is currently threatened by waterfront
residential development ‐ natural, environmentally sound and open to all for recreational use.
The Asbury Park Environmental and Shade Tree Commission conducts local initiatives that mitigate the
effects of storm water and provide aesthetic and ecological benefits throughout the city. Because the
Sasaki design project complements many of these initiatives, which are either planned or underway in
Asbury Park, we feel that there is "fertile soil" here for a project of this scope. We believe that it is a
logistically feasible time to redesign our city, and these ideas would help it to realize its environmental
potential. Furthermore, the Sasaki designs appear to be replicable in many towns that are geographically
similar to Asbury Park along the New Jersey coast and eastern seaboard.
The ESTC enthusiastically endorses the design project outlined by the Sasaki team and would be willing
to use our intimate knowledge of the city and its people, to support, direct, implement and maintain
improvements outlined by Sasaki in their Rebuild by Design design project as it progresses to the next
stage.
Sincerely,

Tom Pivinski
Chairman, ESTC

March 23, 2014
Secretary Shaun Donovan
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
451 7th Street, S.W.
Washington D.C. 20410
LETTER of SUPPORT: Resilience + the Beach: Resiliency Planning for the Jersey Shore
Dear Secretary Donovan:
I supports the Sasaki/Rutgers/ARUP proposal entitled “Resilience + the Beach: Resiliency Planning for the
Jersey Shore” that is one of the finalists in your Rebuild by Design Project. We have had an opportunity to
evaluate the initiatives outlined in that plan would greatly benefit Asbury Park, Jersey Shore, and all headlands
areas along the east coast.
I am a resident of Asbury Park and a landscape architect/green building professional. My education, training
and experience over the last 20 years have focused on implementing strategies to improve ecological and
community health. Asbury Park is a unique place and careful attention to the community’s culture and history is
key to the success of any project here. The Sasaki/Rutgers/Arup proposal incorporates strategies that have great
potential for improving the natural and built environment while considering the unique qualities of the
community.
The Sasaki/Rutgers/Arup design directly addresses environmental issues that correlate to damage wrought by
Superstorm Sandy. The plan proposes fortifying our beaches with natural dunes and vegetation, increasing the
capacity of streets and coastal lakes to handle storm water runoff, and increasing the ecological vitality of those
coastal lakes. All of these measures, had they been in place prior to 2011, would have lessened the coastal
damage caused by the storm.
I am also concerned about the north end beach of Asbury Park, which is currently threatened by private
waterfront residential development. The “Townhomes at Bradley Cove” will slice through public opens space,
encroach on NJ Green Acres land, limit public access to the beach, build in the v-zone (high velocity zone), and
compromise this environmental sensitive coastal area. This private development will also undermine
Sasaki/Rutgers/Arup’s plan to make this area of our oceanfront more resilient. We highly recommend, that as
this project moves forward, the Sasaki/Rutgers/Arup team work in partnership with the City of Asbury Park to
obtain the development rights and preserve the Bradley Cove tract. The incorporation a public oceanfront park
in this area will complement the plan proposed by Sasaki/Rutgers/Arup.
We strongly encourage your agency to support the Rebuild by Design application submitted by the
Sasaki/Rutgers/Arup team. Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Jennifer Souder, MLA, LEED AP BD+C
cc. Brie Hensold - bhensold@sasaki.com

March 24, 2014
Secretary Shaun Donovan
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
451 7th Street, S.W.
Washington D.C. 20410
LETTER of SUPPORT: Resilience + the Beach: Resiliency Planning for the Jersey Shore
Dear Secretary Donovan:
The Jersey Shore Chapter of the Surfrider Foundation supports the Sasaki/Rutgers/ARUP proposal entitled
“Resilience + the Beach: Resiliency Planning for the Jersey Shore” that is one of the finalists in your Rebuild by
Design Project. We have had an opportunity to evaluate the initiatives outlined in that plan and believe it would
greatly benefit Asbury Park, Jersey Shore, and all headlands areas along the east coast.
The Jersey Shore Chapter of the Surfrider Foundation is a powerful activist network that works to protect our
oceans, waves, and beaches. We currently have campaigns fighting for increased beach access, improved water
quality, and protecting coastal open space such as the north end beach of Asbury Park.
The Sasaki/Rutgers/Arup design directly addresses environmental issues that correlate to damage wrought by
Superstorm Sandy. The plan proposes fortifying our beaches with natural dunes and vegetation, increasing the
capacity of streets and coastal lakes to handle storm water runoff, and increasing the ecological vitality of those
coastal lakes. All of these measures, had they been in place prior to 2011, would have lessened the coastal
damage caused by the storm.
An issue of concern to the Jersey Shore Chapter is the north end beach of Asbury Park, which is currently
threatened by private waterfront residential development. The “Townhomes at Bradley Cove” will slice through
public opens space, encroach on NJ Green Acres land, limit public access to the beach, build in the v-zone (high
velocity zone), and compromise this environmental sensitive coastal area. This private development will also
undermine Sasaki/Rutgers/Arup’s plan to make this area of our oceanfront more resilient. We highly
recommend, that as this project moves forward, the Sasaki/Rutgers/Arup team work in partnership with the City
of Asbury Park to obtain the development rights and preserve the Bradley Cove tract. The incorporation of a
public oceanfront park in this area will complement the plan proposed by Sasaki/Rutgers/Arup.
We strongly encourage your agency to support the Rebuild by Design application submitted by the
Sasaki/Rutgers/Arup team. Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Alli Candelmo
Co-Chairs
Jersey Shore Chapter of the Surfrider Foundation
cc. Brie Hensold - bhensold@sasaki.com

Christine Bell

14 March 2014
Secretary Shaun Donovan
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
451 7th Street, S.W., Washington D.C. 20410
LETTER of SUPPORT:

Secretary.Donovan@hud.gov

Resilience + the Beach: Resiliency Planning for the Jersey Shore

Dear Secretary Donovan:
New Jersey Conservation Foundation supports the Sasaki/Rutgers/ARUP proposal entitled “Resilience + the Beach:
Resiliency Planning for the Jersey Shore” that is one of the finalists in your Rebuild by Design Project.
In the wake of Hurricane Sandy, New Jersey Conservation Foundation has been advocating for new approaches to
develop long-term resiliency at the Jersey Shore. We are hopeful that eventually a Coastal Commission will be
established, to conduct regional planning and confront the realities of accelerating sea level rise and increased storm
frequency and intensity.
The Sasaki/Rutgers/Arup proposal is unique in our view, in that it will place ecology and state university ecologists firmly
and prominently at the center of developing rebuilding concepts; these ecological models will best serve a successful and
vibrant coastline in the long-term. The team will develop strategies on the 3 major coastal geologies, inland bay,
headlands, and barrier island; their goal is to restore and rebuilding strong and functioning ecological systems along the
coast as a resiliency measure to protect BOTH ecosystems and human communities.
Even more critical, their goal is to consider the Jersey shore to extend from the coastal beaches, through the bays and
estuaries to the Pine Barrens, and to improve ecological, cultural, and economic interests along that continuum.
New Jersey Conservation Foundation has been saving land and ecosystems, especially the Pine Barrens, for over 50
years, and we have worked closely with Rutgers ecologists in developing conservation policy in New Jersey for the last
25 years. We look forward to advising the Sasaki/Rutgers/Arup team based on our experience in creating greenways and
nature preserves in both urban and rural settings.
We strongly encourage your agency to support the Rebuild by Design application submitted by the Sasaki/Rutgers/Arup
team. Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Emile DeVito, Ph.D.
Manager of Science and Stewardship
New Jersey Conservation Foundation
cc. Brie Hensold - bhensold@sasaki.com

DLC
Deal Lake Commission

100 Grassmere Avenue
Interlaken, NJ 07712

Telephone: 732.531.7405

March 18, 2014
The Honorable Shaun Donovan
Secretary, U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
451 7th Street, S.W.
Washington D.C. 20410
LETTER of SUPPORT: Resilience + the Beach: Resiliency Planning for the Jersey Shore
Dear Secretary Donovan:
The Deal Lake Commission supports the Sasaki/Rutgers/ARUP proposal entitled “Resilience + the Beach:
Resiliency Planning for the Jersey Shore” that is one of the finalists in your Rebuild by Design Project. We have had an
opportunity to evaluate the Sasaki/Rutgers/Arup plan, and we find that the initiatives outlined in that plan would greatly
benefit Asbury Park, Jersey Shore, and all headlands areas along the east coast.
The Deal Lake Commission is a joint meeting of the seven municipalities (Allenhurst, Asbury Park, Deal,
Interlaken, Loch Arbour, Neptune and Ocean) adjoining Deal Lake and its purpose is to monitor the environmental health
of the Lake and its watershed and endeavor to restore Deal Lake for the benefit of all stakeholders, including recreational
users, fishermen, residents and visitors.
The Sasaki/Rutgers/Arup plan directly addresses environmental issues that correlate to damage wrought by
Superstorm Sandy. The plan proposes fortifying our beaches with natural dunes and vegetation, increasing the capacity of
streets and coastal lakes to handle storm water runoff, and increasing the ecological vitality of those coastal lakes. All of
these measures, had they been in place prior to 2011, would have lessened the coastal damage caused by the storm.
We highly recommend that as this project moves forward, the Sasaki/Rutgers/Arup team work in partnership with
the City of Asbury Park to obtain the development rights and preserve the Bradley Cove tract. The incorporation a public
oceanfront park in this area will complement the plan proposed by Sasaki/Rutgers/Arup.
We also request full participation in any plans the team has around Deal Lake. We will strongly encourage the
team to look into transforming Sunset Lake in a beautiful coastal storm water retention lake which will dramatically help
Deal Lake’s flooding / storm resiliency. The DLC is excited about the plans to protect our critical recreational asset in the
region.
We strongly encourage your agency to support the Rebuild by Design application submitted by the
Sasaki/Rutgers/Arup team. Thank you for your consideration.
Very truly yours,

Don Brockel, Chairman
Deal Lake Commission

March 23, 2014
Secretary Shaun Donovan
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
451 7th Street, S.W.
Washington D.C. 20410
LETTER of SUPPORT: Resilience + the Beach: Resiliency Planning for the Jersey Shore
Dear Secretary Donovan:
I fully support the Sasaki/Rutgers/ARUP proposal entitled “Resilience + the Beach: Resiliency Planning for the
Jersey Shore” that is one of the finalists in your Rebuild by Design Project. I have had the pleasure of working
with this design team and an opportunity to evaluate the initiatives outlined in their design concept. I am
confident this teams design would greatly benefit Asbury Park, the Jersey Shore, and all headlands areas along
the east coast.
I am a lifelong resident of the NJ shore. I spearfish, surf, SCUBA dive, swim, and visit the beach on a daily
basis. If it were not for the wildness the Atlantic Ocean brings to my life, I would not live in NJ. After Sandy we
all struggled to balance our love for the ocean without our newfound understanding of its devastating potential.
Many of us look to the idea of increased resiliency as the only option other than strategic retreat from the coast.
The problem we face as individual citizens is in implementing the grand idea of resiliency. Rebuild by Design
and the Sasaki team has empowered us to work toward increased resiliency through them.
It has been my pleasure to work with the Sasaki team. They have reached out to our whole community in an
open, thoughtful, and sincere way. I highly recommend their design concept as a way to create a more resilient
headlands area in Asbury Park and the Jersey Shore.

Sincerely,
Joe Woerner
Asbury Park Environment and Shade Tree Commission
Jersey Shore Chapter of the Surfrider Foundation, Member and former Chair
Asbury Park Homeowners Association
cc. Brie Hensold - bhensold@sasaki.com

4 Wesley Court
Asbury Park, NJ 07712
March 23, 2014
Secretary Shaun Donovan
Secretary.Donovan@hud.gov
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
451 7th Street, S.W., Washington D.C. 20410
LETTER of SUPPORT: Resilience + the Beach: Resiliency Planning for the Jersey Shore
Dear Secretary Donovan:
My family supports the Sasaki/Rutgers/ARUP proposal entitled “Resilience + the Beach:
Resiliency Planning for the Jersey Shore” that is one of the finalists in your Rebuild by Design Project.”
We are New Jersey natives and have been residents of Asbury Park since 2007. We moved to and
invested in Asbury Park because we believe that the town offers sensible urban living in a walkable
seaside environment. Accordingly, we support any plan that enhances and preserves that environment.
The Sasaki plan directly addresses environmental issues that correlate to damage wrought by
Superstorm Sandy. The plan proposes fortifying our beaches with natural dunes and vegetation,
increasing the capacity of streets and coastal lakes to handle storm water runoff, and increasing the
ecological vitality of those coastal lakes. All of these measures, had they been in place prior to 2011,
would have lessened the coastal damage caused by the storm.
In addition to the storm‐mitigating benefits, the Sasaki proposal delivers a variety of other benefits to
Asbury Park. First, Asbury Park is in the midst of an ongoing redevelopment of its beachfront,
presenting an opportunity to create sensible urban designs on a relatively clean slate. Also, the three
coastal lakes in Asbury Park are in various states of rehabilitation, making them amenable to ecologically
friendly redesigns. Finally, the north end of the Asbury Park beachfront, which is currently threatened
by waterfront residential development, could benefit by instead incorporating a public beachfront park
that perfectly complements the Sasaki plan.
We strongly encourage your agency to support the Rebuild by Design application submitted by the
Sasaki/Rutgers/Arup team. Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
/s/ Doug and Cathy McQueen /s/
973‐207‐0332
cc. Brie Hensold ‐ bhensold@sasaki.com

March 18, 2014
Secretary Shaun Donovan
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
451 7th Street, S.W.
Washington D.C. 20410
LETTER of SUPPORT: Resilience + the Beach: Resiliency Planning for the Jersey Shore
Dear Secretary Donovan:
We support the Sasaki/Rutgers/ARUP proposal entitled “Resilience + the Beach: Resiliency Planning for the
Jersey Shore” that is one of the finalists in your Rebuild by Design Project. We have had an opportunity to
evaluate the Sasaki/Rutgers/Arup plan, and we find that the initiatives outlined in that plan would greatly
benefit Asbury Park, Jersey Shore, and all headlands areas along the east coast.
We have lived in Asbury Park since 2009. It has grown a great deal but has so much more to go. It is a
wonderful town with the arts, beach, a strong long term community, businesses trying to grow and more and
more tourism. Superstorm Sandy set that town back a couple of years. So many people have worked so hard,
and so many community members need so much inspiration to grow stronger. We strongly support this plan as
it will encourage the long term development and preservation of Asbury Park.
The Sasaki/Rutgers/Arup plan directly addresses environmental issues that correlate to damage wrought by
Superstorm Sandy. The plan proposes fortifying our beaches with natural dunes and vegetation, increasing the
capacity of streets and coastal lakes to handle storm water runoff, and increasing the ecological vitality of those
coastal lakes. All of these measures, had they been in place prior to 2011, would have lessened the coastal
damage caused by the storm.
We highly recommend that as this project moves forward, the Sasaki/Rutgers/Arup team work in partnership
with the City of Asbury Park and other community groups.
We strongly encourage your agency to support the Rebuild by Design application submitted by the
Sasaki/Rutgers/Arup team. Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Gail Rosewater and Barbara Krzak
3 Grove Court
Asbury Park New Jersey 07712
cc. Brie Hensold - bhensold@sasaki.com

March 24, 2014
Secretary Shaun Donovan
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
451 7th Street, S.W.
Washington D.C. 20410
Dear Secretary Donovan:
I am writing to you as a citizen of Asbury Park, New Jersey to encourage your support
for the Rebuild by Design application submitted by the Sasaki/Rutgers/Arup team.
The team has been very visible in our community for the last several months,
investigating and listening and sharing design proposals that would both help to protect
our coastal lakes and city from future storms like Sandy while enhancing the local
ecology and aesthetics for citizens who live here as well.
Indeed, the immediate ocean front is no place for townhomes and high density
development. Rather, by fortifying our beaches with dunes and protecting our coastal
lakes with natural vegetation and amenities that everybody can enjoy, a synergy is
produced that also acts as a natural protection against future hurricanes and nor'easters.
Specifically, the “Townhomes at Bradley Cove” have been on the drawing board here for
several years, but during Sandy that area was underwater. Had the homes been there
already they would have been evacuated and probably destroyed, resulting in a burden to
taxpayers after the fact. With this project, which could serve as a model for many other
New Jersey and Delaware communities as well, there is a great opportunity to
demonstrate how good design and planning can serve to avoid future disasters and work
in the public's best interest at the same time.
I strongly encourage your agency to support the Sasaki/Rutgers/Arup proposal, and also
to work in partnership with the City of Asbury Park to preserve the Bradley Cove tract as
a buffer against future storms.
Sincerely,
Jeffrey Seeds
Asbury Park, New Jersey
cc. Brie Hensold - bhensold@sasaki.com
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